Psychometric properties of the Brazilian version of the Athlete Burnout Questionnaire (ABQ) in a sample of young and adult athletes
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Abstract - Aims: This study investigated the psychometric properties of the Brazilian version of the Athlete Burnout Questionnaire (ABQ). Methods: Participants were five hundred and nineteen young and adult athletes who responded to the ABQ and Competitive State Anxiety Inventory-2R. Data analysis was conducted through Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA), Cronbach’s alpha, Composite reliability, average variance extracted, multigroup analysis, and Pearson’s correlation (p<0.05). Results: The results of the CFA confirmed the structure with three dimensions (Physical and emotional exhaustion (PEE), reduced sense of sports accomplishment (RSSA), and sports devaluation (SD) [χ²/gl=2.92; CFI=.92; TLI=.91; RMSEA=.06]. Internal consistency was satisfactory (>0.70). External validity revealed a positive correlation between PEE (r=.14) and RSSA (r=.23) with somatic anxiety and a positive correlation of PEE (r=.15), RSSA (r=.30), and SD (r=.14) with cognitive anxiety. Further, all dimensions of burnout had negative correlations with the self-confidence (r=.17-.23). In the factor invariance analysis, satisfactory data were found in the model’s fit, establishing good factor loadings, variance/covariance, and residuals in both age groups (up to 18 years and over 18 years) and genders (men and women). Conclusion: It was concluded that the Brazilian version of the ABQ is satisfactory for the application of possible studies involving burnout syndrome in the Brazilian sports context in different group extracts.
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Introduction

Sports participation is important for young and adult people for several reasons. Firstly, sports participation is associated with higher levels of physical activity and with the maintenance of healthy weight status¹. Further, sports engagement is associated with the improvement of psychological and social outcomes, such as self-esteem, social interaction, and lower depressive symptoms in young and adult people¹. On the other hand, in sports competition the athlete must be in his/her optimal performance, being physically, tactically, and technically prepared, and without being less important, being psychologically prepared².

Psychological preparation has been highlighted in recent studies as a determinant factor to the development of the performance of competitive athletes³. Thus, preparation in high-performance sports demands a high training load in order to reach maximal performance³. This high stressful demand, for a prolonged period, can result in harm for the athletes, such as anxiety, depression, physical and emotional distress, and mental fatigue⁴−⁹. Such harms are directly linked to the occurrence of the burnout syndrome⁹, 10. This syndrome can impair sports performance and the athlete’s health, being the abandonment of the sports career one of the worsts consequences¹¹.

Burnout can be defined as a multidimensional syndrome characterized by the state of emotional tension and stress provoked by distressing work conditions. According to the framework developed by Maslach et al.¹², burnout can be based on three dimensions: 1) physical and emotional exhaustion (PEE), related to intense training demands and competitions for the athlete; 2) reduced sense of sports accomplishment (RSSA), which refers to the dissatisfaction related to the ability and achievements in the sports context; and 3) sports devaluation (SD), which represents the absence of interest and worries with the athlete’s sports career.

In order to evaluate burnout, several psychometric scales have been used in the last decades, which were created according to the characteristics and the cultural contexts in which they were developed¹³. Among the main measures of evaluating the burnout syndrome, the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI) by Maslach et al.¹² and the Maslach Burnout Inventory – General Survey (MBI-GS) by Cresswell¹⁴ are widely used, both being able to evaluate several aspects of burnout in human services. In the sports context, the Sports Burnout Inventory – Dual Career Form (SpBI-DC) by Sorkkila et al.¹⁵, the Athlete Burnout Scale (ABO-S) by Isoard-Gautheur et al.¹⁶ and the Athlete Burnout Questionnaire (ABQ) developed by Raedeke and Smith¹⁷ are also widely used.
The ABQ is the most used instrument by researchers worldwide to measure the symptoms of burnout in the sports process\textsuperscript{17}. The ABQ was developed based on the theory of Smith\textsuperscript{18}, suggesting a relation of cause and effect, being burnout a negative effect of prolonged psychological stress. The instrument is composed of 15 items and three subscales (PEE, RSSA, and SD) which evaluate the frequency of feelings related to burnout. Studies have reported good psychometric indicators to the ABQ in several countries, such as China\textsuperscript{19}, Norway\textsuperscript{20}, Spain\textsuperscript{21}, Cape Verde\textsuperscript{22}, and Mexico\textsuperscript{23}. Pires et al.\textsuperscript{24} were pioneers in translating, adapting and verifying the psychometric properties of the ABQ in Brazil, revealing acceptable psychometric properties, but with some important inconsistencies. Firstly, the authors did not perform the Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) to confirm the factor structure of the instrument. Furthermore, the authors observed inconsistencies during the exploratory analysis, since three items (3, 9, and 15) saturated in different factors when compared to the original model.

More recently, Guedes and Souza\textsuperscript{25} conducted a psychometric analysis of the Brazilian version of the ABQ with more than 1000 young athletes from the state of Paraná, verifying satisfactory results in both the internal consistency and the factorial structure of the instrument. However, the authors only evaluated youth athletes, not verifying the psychometric properties of the scale in adult athletes, which is a suggestion pointed by the authors for future researches. Moreover, the external validity of the ABQ with a correlated construct, which is an important analysis to verify if the scores of the questionnaire are correlated to other measures or backend variables\textsuperscript{26} was not performed.

Thus, these two aspects are the main differences when compared to the aim of the present study, which allows a new analysis of the psychometric properties of the ABQ with distinct particularities that are not available in the literature, since the sample of the present study is composed by both youth and adult athletes. Although there is no youth version of the ABQ, the scale has been used and has adequate internal consistency reliability among youth sport participants\textsuperscript{6-7}. A sample of young and adult athletes will allow showing if the instrument is equivalent across gender and age through measurement invariance, which is an advance of this study. Jeong and Lee\textsuperscript{6} state that without establishing measurement invariance, a group comparison can be meaningless, erroneous, and nonreplicable because the differences in groups potentially do not reflect true group differences but are motivated by the different functioning of the instrument across groups. Thus, the theoretical and practical implications of a study could be limited, ambiguous, or even completely spurious for one group versus another\textsuperscript{6-4}. In this perspective, the measurement invariance of the ABQ across youth and adult athletes will help researchers and practitioners to study the phenomenon of burnout among sport at different stages of life.

Considering that the analysis of the psychometric properties of the questionnaire is a continuous process that can be improved and updated in the scientific field, and considering the inconsistencies shown in previous versions of the ABQ in different languages, it is relevant that studies present more scientific evidence of this instrument which is an important tool to identify the symptoms of burnout in the sports context. Therefore, the present study aimed to analyze the psychometric properties of the ABQ with a sample of Brazilian youth and adult athletes, aiming to verify the validity of the construct (factorial structure), the internal consistency, the convergent validity, the factorial invariance, and the external validity.

**Methods**

**Participants**

In total, five hundred and nineteen youth and adult athletes who competed in the School Games of the State of Alagoas and the Brazilian College Games participated in the study. However, 11 athletes were excluded from the final sample due to not answering properly the questionnaires. As a result, 508 athletes (265 youth and 243 college students) aged between 11 and 42 years were included in the final sample (male = 295, female = 213; mean age = 18.55 ± 4.68 years). The sample size for CFA was determined based on the recommendations of at least 10 subjects per parameter of the model\textsuperscript{29}. The athletes reported a mean time of sports practice of 72.26 ± 66.88 months with a mean weekly training period of 5.68 ± 4.86 hours. The participants represented the following sports: futsal (n = 218), handball (n = 113), basketball (n = 45), judo (n = 34), volleyball (n = 32), swimming (n = 25), chess (n = 12), e-sports (n = 11), karate (n = 8), beach volleyball (n = 5) and track and field (n = 5).

In addition, each participant provided informed consent before participating in the study. For the athletes under 18 years of age, the parents or legal guardians signed a free informed consent term. The inclusion criteria allowed the athletes to participate in the study if they participated in sports competitions for at least six months, and were a part of one of the selected teams that participated in the study. The exclusion criterion was not to answer all the items of the instruments.

**Instruments**

Athlete Burnout Questionnaire (ABQ). The Brazilian version of the ABQ\textsuperscript{34} was used since it is the translation of the original instrument specially developed to evaluate the symptoms of burnout in athletes by Raedeke and Smith\textsuperscript{17}. Such instrument evaluates the frequency of feelings related to burnout, being built by 15 items distributed in three dimensions: PEE (for example I am exhausted by the physical and emotional demands of the sport); RSSA (for example: no matter what I do, I don’t do it as I should), and SD (for example I have negative feelings regarding sport). The instrument is answered using a likert scale from “almost never” (1) to “almost always” (5) regarding how many times the athlete has had this feeling or thought during the season. The scores of items 1 and 14 are inverted.

Competitive State Anxiety Inventory-2R (CSAI-2R). The frequency dimension of the CSAI-2R was used. This instrument
was originally developed by Martens, Vealey, and Burton25 and validated to the Brazilian context by Fernandes, Vasconcelos-Raposo, and Fernandes26. It is composed of 16 items distributed in three subscales, being: cognitive anxiety (CA) (I am worried by the fact that I can lose); somatic anxiety (SA) (I feel my body tense); and self-confidence (SC) (I feel self-confident). The items are answered through a Likert type scale from “nothing” (1) to “very” (4). The results of this scale, in its adapted version, revealed a satisfactory reliability ($\alpha > 0.70$) and indexes with good adjustment ($\text{CFI} = 0.959$; $\text{GFI} = 0.942$; $\text{RMSEA} = 0.044$) for the 16 items reduced model (CSAI-2R).

Procedures

Initially, the researchers contacted the competition’s organizers to obtain an agreement to perform the research. Afterward, the study was approved by the local Research and Ethics Committee (protocol number 3.576.805). Data collection was performed in the hotels and/or hosting locations of the athletes/teams in the cities in which the competitions took place, during the second semester of 2019. The application of the questionnaires was performed collectively, in a private room, without the presence of the coaches, and lasted approximately 30 minutes. The order of the questionnaires was randomized among participants.

Data analysis

The descriptive analyses are presented through descriptive statistics for the continuous (mean and standard deviation) and categorical data (absolute and relative frequency). Considering that, in the literature, there were indications of consistency of the latent structure of the ABQ in several countries such as Norway29, China27, Spain31, and France28 suggesting the factorial structure supported by three latent factors (PEE, RSSA, and SC), a Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) was conducted to test the psychometric properties of the instrument. The sample size of the CFA was determined based on the recommendations of at least 10 participants by parameter estimated of the model29. In order to guarantee the adequacy of the sample, the Monte Carlo Bootstrap technique was applied and the power of the analysis was calculated30.

The verification of the existence of outliers was performed using the square distance of Mahalanobis ($D^2$) since the inexistence of these cases is an assumption for this analysis31. Since normality is also an assumption for performing CFA, it was verified through studying the univariate distribution using skewness and kurtosis (ISk1>3.0 and IKu1<10), and multivariate distribution through Mardia’s coefficient for multivariate kurtosis32. The algorithm of the maximal likelihood for estimation of the parameters was used29. Even though some authors recommend a cut-point of 0.70 as adequate for factorial loadings29, the present study opted for defining loads above 0.50 as acceptable, since such values guarantee an explained variance of the item in at least 25%, and since it is also suggested by several researchers in psychometry31-33. Moreover, the Bootstrapping technique to verify the significance factorial load of each item with its respective factor was used30. In this scenario, the final model of the Brazilian version of ABQ was tested using the most recommended indexes of adjustment in literature: Chi-Square ($\chi^2$ and p-value), Root of the Mean Square Error of Approximation ($\text{RMSEA} < 0.08$; $\text{CFI} > 0.90$), Tucker Lewis Index ($\text{TLI} > 0.90$), Normalized Chi-Square ($\chi^2 / \text{df}$), and the Comparative Fit Index ($\text{CFI} > 0.90$)28-31.

In addition, the convergent validity was analyzed (in order to verify if the items were related to their respective factors) through the calculation of the Average Variance Extracted (AVE), considering values of AVE $\geq 0.50$. Further, composite reliability (CR) and Cronbach’s alpha ($\alpha$) were calculated in order to evaluate the internal consistency of factors, adopting a cutoff point of $\geq 0.70$29. In order to determine if the measurement model would be equivalent in groups with different characteristics, a multigroup analysis was conducted29. Invariance procedures suggested by Byrne31 were followed: (1) the measurement model should provide adequate fit in each sample; and, (2) configural, metric, scalar, and residual invariance criteria should be respected. A change of less than 0.01 in CFI and 0.015 in RMSEA provided evidence for metric invariance. A change of less than 0.01 in CFI and 0.015 in RMSEA provided evidence for scalar invariance31.

Lastly, to verify the assumptions of external validity of the Brazilian version of the ABQ, Pearson’s correlation ($r$) was performed to verify the association between the dimensions of the ABQ and the dimensions of pre-competitive anxiety. According to the literature, anxiety can be directly linked to the physical exhaustion of the athletes, due to stressful, threatening, and challenging activities in the sports environment, which can modify the high and low levels of burnout25-37. All analyses were conducted in the software AMOS and SPSS version 22.0, adopting the level of significance of $p < 0.05$.

Results

Preliminary analysis

A preliminary analysis of the data revealed that the sample had 52 multivariate outliers ($D^2 = p1<0.001; p2 <0.01$). These participants were removed due to the possibility of compromising the internal consistency of the scale and to the fact that having no outliers is a basic assumption for the use of CFA38. The descriptive statistics of the items did not indicate deviations from univariate normality, since skewness values varied from -0.32 to 2.03 and kurtosis from -1.03 to 3.9738. However, the normalized coefficient of Mardia26 of the multivariate kurtosis (28.36; $p<0.001$) was above the score of 5.00, which Bentler7 suggests as an indicator of deviation from multivariate normality. Thus, the Bollen-Stine Bootstrap procedure was performed in order to obtain a corrected value of the estimated coefficients of the Chi-Square to the estimator of Maximal Likelihood30.
CFA of the Brazilian version of the ABQ

Initially, a three-factor model with the 15 items (M1) was tested in order to analyze how the items would behave in their respective factors and to test a model with the same structure as the original. It was possible to notice that M1 presented a partially acceptable adjustment \( \chi^2 (84) = 260.76; \chi^2/df = 3.10; CFI = 0.90; TLI = 0.88; RMSEA = 0.07 (0.06-0.09); \) p-value (RMSEA<0.05) = 0.001] with factorial loads between 0.40 and 0.80 (p < 0.001). It is worth highlighting that only items 1 (0.40), 6 (0.46) and 14 (0.45) presented factorial loads below 0.50. However, these items were maintained in the model to keep the original structure of the instrument, since factor loadings above 0.40 or close to this value, even though are not more adequate, are acceptable for the analysis of the adjustment of the model\(^{29}\).

Nonetheless, the indexes of modification suggested covariance between the errors of measurements of the items. Thus, a second model (M2) was tested using the covariance suggested between the errors of items 6 (“I don’t worry so much regarding my sports performance as I did before”) and 11 (“I am doing a lot of things that are worth in sport”), and 1 and (“I am doing interesting things in sport”) and 14 (“I feel successful in sport”). Such covariances between the errors were weak (<0.25) and among items of the same factors. It is possible to notice (Table 1) that the modified model with 15 items (M2) presented a satisfactory adjustment \( \chi^2 (83) = 242.23; \chi^2/df = 2.92; CFI = 0.92; TLI = 0.91; RMSEA = 0.06 (0.05-0.07); \) p-value (RMSEA<0.05) = 0.005].

Table 1 - Goodness-of-fit indexes of the 3-factor model of the Brazilian version of the ABQ.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>( \chi^2 )</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>( \chi^2 / df )</th>
<th>RMSEA (C.I. 95%)</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>TLI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>260.76*</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>0.07 (0.06-0.09)</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 2</td>
<td>242.23*</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>0.06 (0.05-0.07)</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 3</td>
<td>198.02*</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>0.07 (0.06-0.08)</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With the purpose of verifying if the items with inverted scores interfered in the adjustment of the model, a new model, without items 1 and 14, was tested. However, such a model (M3) presented similar adjustment indexes to the model with 15 items (Table 1), indicating that the model with the items with inverted scores (M2) presented better adjustment. As can be seen in Figure 1, all standardized factor loadings of the items (all statistically significant for p<0.01) presented factorial validity, since the 15 items of M2 presented a factor loading between 0.40 and 0.78. The Bootstrap replications (p<0.001) and the Confidence Interval (C.I. 95%) indicated the stability of the factorial estimations and, thus, the acceptable adjustment of the model for the data.

Figure 1 - Standardized coefficients of the Bootstrap replications, the correlation between factors and errors associated with each item of the modified model (M2) of the Brazilian version of the ABQ in a sample of youth and adult athletes.
The latent factors (PEE, RSSA, and SD) of the first-order model presented moderate to strong correlations (r > 0.59) amongst them, suggesting the existence of a second-order factor (burnout), which was tested in model 4 (M4). Such a hierarchical model (M4) has already been tested in previous studies. The indexes of the adjustment of the second-order model (M4) are identical to the indexes of adjustment of the first-order model (M2) (Table 1), supporting the hierarchical model. The factorial loads of the first-order factor to the second-order factor (burnout) were also substantially high (PEE = 0.80; RSSA = 0.73; SD = 0.99) and significant (p<0.001).

Convergent validity and Internal Consistency

The MEV values of the modified model (M2) with 15 items were as follows: PEE = 0.50; RSSA = 0.34; SD = 0.38. The factors for RSSA and SD presented convergent validity below the cutoff point, however, close to the recommended value (AVE>0.50). The values of CR were satisfactory for the evaluation of the internal consistency (PEE = 0.83; RSSA = 0.71; SD = 0.75). The total Cronbach’s alpha (α) (α = 0.85) and the values for the dimensions of the Brazilian version of the ABQ were satisfactory (PEE = 0.81; RSSA = 0.70; SD = 0.70).

Factorial invariance

The factorial invariance of the factor, according to the participant’s sex and age group, was investigated using multi-group analysis (Table 2), allowing us to confirm if the psychometric properties of the questionnaire did not vary for both sexes and age. Regarding sex, the multi-group analysis revealed values of Δχ² and ΔCFI that indicate the existence of invariance between men and women in the factorial structure of the model. This was possible to infer based on the ΔCFI and ΔRMSEA between the configural, scale, and structural model (≤ 0.01 and ≤ 0.015, respectively) that there was the equivalence of the intercepts of the items between groups. Likewise, indexes suggesting a satisfactory adjustment of the models that established factor loadings, variance/covariance, and residues in both age groups (up to 18 years and above 18 years) were found.

External validity

As shown in Table 3, all dimensions of burnout presented statistically significant positive correlations (p<0.05) with both cognitive anxiety and somatic anxiety. Correlations varied between 0.10 and 0.30, indicating a positive association between the dimensions (PEE, RSSA, and SD) with cognitive and somatic anxiety. Self-confidence, on the other hand, presented a statistically negative correlation (p<0.05) with PEE (r = -0.19), RSSA (r = -0.17) and SD (r = -0.23), indicating an inverse association between the variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 - Goodness-of-fit indexes for the invariance of the modified model with 15 items (M2) of the Brazilian version of ABQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>χ²</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Men vs Women</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configural invariance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metric invariance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale invariance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual invariance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Up to 18 years vs Above 18 years</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configural invariance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metric invariance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale invariance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual invariance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: χ² = Chi-Square; df = degrees of freedom; Δχ² = differences in Chi-Square values; Δdf = differences in degrees of freedom; CFI = Comparative Fit Index; ΔCFI = differences in the Comparative Fit Index values; RMSEA = Root Mean Square Error of Approximation; differences in the ΔRMSEA = differences in the Root Mean Square error of Approximation.
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Table 3 - Correlations between the dimensions of burnout and pre-competitive anxiety.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. PEE</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.35**</td>
<td>0.60**</td>
<td>0.15**</td>
<td>0.14**</td>
<td>-0.19**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. RSSA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.39**</td>
<td>0.30**</td>
<td>0.23**</td>
<td>-0.17**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. SD</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.14**</td>
<td>0.10*</td>
<td>-0.23**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Cognitive anxiety</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.58**</td>
<td>-0.40**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Somatic anxiety</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.28**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Self-confidence</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**p < 0.01; * p < 0.05

Discussion

The present study aimed to analyze the psychometric properties of the Brazilian version of the ABQ in a sample of youth and adult athletes. In the present study, the validity of the construct, internal consistency, factorial invariance, and external validity were analyzed. The main results showed that the Brazilian version of the ABQ presented acceptable results for the structure with three factors and 15 items. However, it is important to highlight that some inconsistencies were found and should be explored in future studies.

The analysis of the factorial structure of the ABQ revealed a model that is similar to the original one regarding its structure, with analysis being performed in order to evaluate the behavior of the items in the dimensions. The study was performed by applying four models (M1, M2, M3, and M4) in the analysis to find which one would fit best. The methods applied in the present study have also been reported in other studies13,23, proving that the procedures were performed following the main indications found in the literature.

M1 presented a partially satisfactory adjustment, however with values below the cut-point for TLI, in addition to three items with low factorial load, indicating the need to test more than one model for the study. Moreover, M1 recommended the covariance between errors of measurement of the items. The second model (M2) applied some covariance of the items found in the previous model in order to evaluate how the corrections of the items would be applied.

After establishing the covariance between the errors, the adjustment indexes of M2 were satisfactory regarding the athletes in the validation sample. Thus, the validity of the construct of the instrument in the Brazilian context was proved, with its main indexes above the cut-point established by literature29. Even though it was necessary to establish the covariance between the errors of measurements of the items, it is worth highlighting that these errors were weak and among items of the same factor. Therefore, the factorial validity of the model of the ABQ was not affected, since it cannot be considered as an indicator of crossed factorial loads between the items and the dimensions of the instrument29,39.

It is worth highlighting that the standardized factorial loads of the items found in the present study varied from 0.40 to 0.78, being the items 1 (“I am doing interesting things in sport”), 6 (“I don’t worry so much about my sports performance as I did before”) and 14 (“I feel successful in sport”) presented values below 0.50. However, they were kept in the model (M2) since they obtained a satisfactory adjustment and their values were close to 0.50. The values of the factorial loads are similar to the ones found in the studies performed by Guedes and Souza24, with values between 0.48 and 0.65, and with the initial study that adapted the Brazilian version, performed by Pires et al.24, with values between 0.52 and 0.71. Researches about the analysis of the psychometric properties of the ABQ in other cultures also verified problems in items. The Spanish version21 indicated problems involving the nomenclature of the items of the instrument, however, different from other versions, two items (4 and 6) in the RSSA dimension, and one item (7) of the PEE dimension had terms modified in the analysis. Nonetheless, the version also presented adequate values to the literature. In the Mexican study by Martinez-Alvaredo et al.23, the authors also observed problematic items throughout the analysis of the data, especially in item 1, which presented a factorial load below the cut-point adopted in the study. In the Brazilian context, the first study that adapted and validated the ABQ24, inconsistencies were also found in items 3 (“the effort that I need to do to practice sports could be best used in other activity”), 9 (“I’m not so interested in sport as I used to be”) and 15 (“I have negative feelings regarding sport”), indicating a divergence between the dimensions of the original instrument17.

The present study also tested a model (M3) with the exclusion of the items with inverted scores (1 and 14), since evidence suggests that these items present low performance in factorial models41. Roszkowski and Soven29 suggested that items with inverted scores poorly saturate in samples of athletes. In addition, Eys, Carron, Bray, and Brawley41 suggested that a mix of items with positive and negative words could mine the psychometric properties of scales used with youth and adult athletes. Therefore, future studies should aim to correct this problem by developing and using items with only positive or negative words, as opposed to items with positive and negative...
words combined. Even though the model without the items with inverted scored (M3) presented a similar adjustment to the original model (M2), it is worth noticing that items 1 and 14 presented factorial loads below 0.50, revealing that the original model with 15 items (M2) presented better individual adjustment and reliability of the items.

The fourth model (M4) attested the behavior of a second-order model (burnout) to verify how the latent factors appeared, similar to what was performed by Isoard-Gautheur et al.16. The weights of the second-order factors were substantially higher, showing that the second-order factor (burnout) was responsible for a high percentage of the variation of the first-order factors, and confirmed the factorial structure of the second-order model.

The coefficients of internal consistency of the present study were similar to the ones reported in the original validation17, in addition to agreeing with results reported for validations of the scale for the same construct in other contexts21, 23, 28. The values found for Cronbach’s alpha and composite reliability in the present study were higher than the ones recommended by Nunnally42 to demonstrate the reliability of the adequate internal consistency (> 0.70). It is worth highlighting that the use of composite reliability, in the present study, derives from the fact that this measure is considered a more robust indicator of precision. Since, in its equation, the factorial loads of the items are liable to variation, while in Cronbach’s alpha loads of the items are fixed to be equal, as postulated by the assumption of tau-equivalence. The studies of Pires et al.24 and Guedes and Souza25 also found similar internal consistency values to the ones of the present study.

One inconsistency found in the present study refers to the dissatisfaction values of the subscales RSSA and SD regarding convergent validity (MEV < 0.50), indicating a limitation towards the convergent validity of the factors of the first order. This should be explored in future studies. Valentini, Oliveira, and Damasio26 stated that MEV values suffer modifications due to the number of items and the homogeneity of the factorial loads, in a way that adopting fixed cut points could limit the interpretation of the findings43.

The adequacy of the model proposed for the Brazilian version of the ABQ was also evidenced in the analysis of invariance considering sex (men vs women) and age group (up to 18 years vs above 18 years). The results indicated a configurational and metric invariance between men and women and youth and adults. This proves that the scale is versatile to be used in groups of male and female athletes. These results confirm what is already available in the literature, supporting the validity of the construct regarding the invariance by sex and age27. Such finding indicates that despite the inconsistencies found in the latest model, the Brazilian version of the ABQ is versatile to be used in groups of youth and adult athletes, male and female, indicating that the proposed structure – same items being explained by the same latent variables – are maintained in different sexes and ages34 and that the residuals of the items are the same for both groups33. Guedes and Souza25 also evaluated the invariance of ABQ with youth Brazilian athletes, verifying a satisfactory adjustment for both sexes and the different ages of the athletes (< 14 years, 15 to 16 years, and 17 years).

The external validity was verified by the correlation between the subscales of the ABQ and the dimensions of pre-competitive anxiety since pre-competitive anxiety is associated with the physical and emotional exhaustion of the athlete, to the point in which the higher are the stressing agents faced, the higher is the distress (16, 42). The results indicated that all the dimensions of burnout (PEE, RSSA, and SD) presented a positive association with somatic anxiety (physiological responses) and cognitive anxiety (emotional factors). Therefore, it is possible to notice that the negative and destructive thoughts, and the physiological reactions that derive from such thoughts, are associated with the increase of the symptoms of burnout. Gomes et al.24 pointed to a direct relationship between burnout and anxiety in the sports context, evidencing that the more the athlete experiences a high perception of threats associated with a low perception of challenge, the higher are the levels of burnout. Another important finding was the inverse association between the dimensions of burnout and self-confidence, an indication that feeling the confidence to execute the tasks could be considered a protective factor for the symptoms of burnout44, 45. The present study’s results were similar to the ones found in a study with Chinese Kung Fu athletes44, suggesting that the higher the levels of self-confidence, the lower are the indications of burnout, as found in literature10, 43. Such results are relevant, considering that the previous studies that analyzed the psychometric properties of the ABQ in Brazil12, 24 did not analyze the external aspect of the validity of the construct.

The present study has some limitations that should be considered. First, only 11 different sports were included and some of them had a low number of participants (for instance, karate, beach volley, and track and field). Therefore, future studies should evaluate a higher number of participants and a higher variety of sports. A second limitation is the lower number of athletes from individual sports, revealing the need for future studies about the factorial structure of the ABQ in higher samples of these modalities. Another aspect that future studies should evaluate is if the grouping of individuals in the teams affects the results of the factorial validity tests and other psychometric tests using the scale. Also, predicting variables and criteria were measured at the same time, which can lead to measuring biases39. Even though there was an attempt to eliminate bias, by performing an anonymous study using instruments that are well established in the literature, future studies should use different research models, such as a longitudinal approach, in order to establish the predictive validity of the ABQ. Finally, one other limitation of the present study is that only certain elements of the validity of the construct were tested. Thus, future studies should aim to evaluate additional aspects of the validity of the construct.

In a general way, the positive findings of the present study regarding the Brazilian version of the ABQ are the important discovery of more evidence regarding an internationally known instrument to measure burnout symptoms. The ABQ allows professionals and researchers to precisely evaluate the main symptoms of burnout in Brazilian youth and adult athletes.

Specifically, the ABQ can provide relevant information to aid sports psychologists and coaches to better understand the appearance of symptoms of burnout among athletes, allowing the
practitioners to comprehend different dimensions and potentially set parameters to psychological preparation in the sports context. Moreover, Brazilian researchers will be able to use the scale to investigate theories that could help explain the mechanisms by which youth athletes develop symptoms of burnout throughout their sports practice.
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